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ABSTRACT

The article aims to improve existing theories of business development and crisis management with a special emphasis on inner dynamics of crises in small and medium enterprises (S.M.E.s). For these purposes, combined perspectives of system dynamics, company life cycles, crisis management, resilience and business continuity management in S.M.E.s have been used. Based on data of about 554 crises from 183 companies collected in the Czech Republic, the most common crises types and their combinations have been identified using association rules mining method. Then, a simulation system dynamics model synthesizing the main findings and allowing scenario analysis to explain and avoid some of the crises in S.M.E.s has been developed for a case study of manufacturing company. Such a simulation model enriches the present knowledge and explains complex dynamics of crises in S.M.E.s in a novel way. When properly calibrated, this model could be used as a supporting tool for decision-making in manufacturing S.M.E.s.
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Introduction

The growth of companies is a very frequent topic for discussion. Media, governments, as well as shareholders and initial public offering (I.P.O.) markets are interested in fast growing companies and lack of growth is generally perceived as a problem. In this context, each attempt to further explain and overcome obstacles to growth may be helpful, especially in relation to the recent global financial crisis and its impact on businesses.

The main goal of this study is to develop a system dynamics simulation model of occurrence of crises in S.M.E.s. Such a model can serve as decision support tool for...
managers dealing with various crises and as a mean of explaining crisis dynamics. The model structure development was grounded in an analysis of empirical data about 554 crises from 183 Czech companies where the main purpose was to identify co-occurrence of different types of crises and ways how managers were dealing with these crises. The use of such a model focused on manufacturing firms including its calibration is further demonstrated on a case study of real company and related scenario analysis. This analysis could be very helpful for the manager, e.g., to predict possible impacts of various possible managerial decisions when a certain type of crisis occurs, thus allowing to avoid causing further problems in the future.

The article is organised as follows. After introductory remarks the necessity of including both internal and external causes of organizational growth crises and the current state in developing the system dynamics model of crises in S.M.E.s are explained in the literature review section. In the third and fourth parts of the article, used methodology and the empirical data analysis are presented. The fifth part introduces the company selected for the case study for which the conceptual model and then a simulation system dynamics model were developed in the sixth part. Subsequently, using the developed simulation model the analyses of two different scenarios are discussed. The final part includes concluding remarks and a list of references.

**Literature review**

One of the traditional approaches to the presented topic is based on analogies between natural life cycles and patterns of development in companies. In his seminal work, Larry E. Greiner (1972) started this school of thought with his five-stages model of organisational growth evolutions and revolutions. A general assumption in this approach is that companies have to go through similar stages – creativity, direction, delegation, coordination and collaboration – defined by similar problems during their growth and ageing.

A lot of further research, both theoretical and empirical, has subsequently been undertaken. Different authors (e.g., Adizes, 1988; Kazanjian, 1988; Rutherford et al., 2003; Lester et al., 2003) describe different classifications of growth stages – varying between three and 10, oriented more outwards or inwards or based on other criteria.

It is necessary to mention that although Greiner’s model is present in many management textbooks, it is not without criticism. One of the main objections is applicability of these general principles in real companies and their specific circumstances, especially in relation to causes of and solutions for various crises that may also occur concurrently and challenges in stages recognitions (Macpherson, 2005; Phelps et al., 2007). Furthermore, the organizational life cycle may be easily confounded with the business opportunity life cycle (Sull & Houlder, 2006). And another problematic issue is according to Phelps et al. (2007) that the growth stages are only linearly described.

The topic of coping with crises in S.M.E.s has gained some attention mainly due to the impact of global financial crisis on businesses. An information management tool concerning this topic combining methods from both the fields of information management and business continuity management is presented in Podaras et al. (2016). Several studies by Herbane (2010a, 2010b, 2013) have opened up this specific
field and these were followed by further research related to a concept of resilience in the management of S.M.E.s (e.g., Sullivan-Taylor & Branicki, 2011; Hong, Huang, & Li, 2012) and business continuity management (e.g., Elliott, Swartz, & Herbane, 2002; Urbancová & Königová, 2011). One of the limitations of these studies is that they typically focus only on crises caused by changes in external environment, which as we think is not enough. There are also studies that deal with prediction of crisis situations or bankruptcy using financial indicators (e.g., Altman, 1983; Karas & Řezníková, 2017).

Our argument is that it is useful to focus the research on both internal and external causes of organizational growth crises. In this way, it should be possible to model accordingly different crises under different circumstances, which is in line with previous system dynamics research in this area, related mainly to the application of system archetype Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972; Forrester, 1968; Sterman, 2000; Oliva et al., 2003) or general use of system dynamics in S.M.E.s’ decision making support (Winch & Arthur, 2002; Bianchi, 2002).

The first basic concept of conceptual system dynamics model to explain the dynamics of crises was presented and discussed in conference paper (Vojtko et al., 2015). However, only a basic frequency analysis of crises and a simple causal loop diagram of company crises development were presented here.

This article builds on the previous knowledge and extends it further especially concerning the simulation model for company crises development. The below presented simulation system dynamics model synthesizes the previous findings with the findings gained by the authors of this article in a novel way. In the form of case study of manufacturing company, the simulation model has been developed allowing scenario analysis to explain and avoid some of the crises in S.M.E.s.

**Methodology and data**

The empirical data for the study were gathered in several stages between April and October 2014 in the form of face to face qualitative interviews with management representatives in the Czech companies (Vojtko et al., 2015). The data set covers narrative description of 183 companies and their selection of at least three of their most important crises, i.e., situations threatening their very existence in the past.

The companies were selected in a way to have broad coverage of all main industries according to the CZ NACE classification as well as of companies of different sizes – the sampling was purposeful to allow us to build a model covering all important aspects of crises development in different circumstances. The companies also vary according to number of employees (ranging from 0 to more than 100, where each category contains at least 13 companies), legal entity (the only missing type is public partnership), yearly revenue (ranging between 0.05 and 1300 million CZK, i.e., between 0.002 and 52 million EUR, with mean value 68.01 million CZK, i.e., 2.72 million EUR, and median value 10 million CZK, i.e., 0.4 million EUR) and a status of family firm (42.08% claim to be a family firm).

The data set consists of 183 companies and 554 crises with the following characteristics (see Table 1).
It is clear that nearly all CZ NACE types of activities are present in the data set. The only missing ones are those that are not very common amongst S.M.E.s in the Czech Republic, i.e., the O-section (Public administration and defense), T-section (Activities of households as employers), and U-section (Activities of external organizations and bodies).

Based on the above mentioned characteristics it is possible to assume the data set covers broad range of different types of companies in different circumstances and should provide a basis for induction and model building. In addition, its structure seems to be, with some limitations, broadly representative to the whole population of S.M.E.s.

The textual descriptions of crises were categorized later which has revealed 19 specific crises features. All these features were further analysed to explore their combinations and co-occurrence – descriptive statistics, cross-tabulation and association rules mining according to Hahsler, Buchta, Gruen, Hornik, & Borgelt (2016) have been used for these purposes. These analyses have been done using M.S. Excel and R software package.

After this empirical data inquiry, a conceptual and later simulation model were developed using causal loop diagram technique and model building methodology from the system dynamics discipline (Forrester, 1992; Sterman, 2000; Mildeová & Dalihod, 2017). Vensim modelling environment has been used both for conceptual as well as simulation model development.

This simulation model represents a dynamic theory of causal relationships between various elements of company behaviour as well as external influences and aims to explain mechanisms of how different crises can occur. With such a model, testing of different policies dealing with crises under various circumstances can be done when calibrated for given conditions.

For the simulation model testing, calibration and scenario analysis, one company from the data set has been selected as a case study of typical representative from a group of manufacturing firms with the most common crisis features found. This allowed exploring the dynamics in more detail and evaluating validity of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Value Label</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Agriculture, forestry and fishing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.–E.</td>
<td>Manufacturing and processing</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>Transporting and storage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Accommodation and food service activities</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.</td>
<td>Information and communication</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>Real estate activities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>Administrative and support service activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.</td>
<td>Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.</td>
<td>Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Other services activities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td>183</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculation.
in comparison to the known real company behaviour. The final model including all mathematical relationships and calibration is available online (https://goo.gl/1VH5XV) and can be re-calibrated or extended for other cases.

Data analysis

The data analysis for the purpose of this study consists of the three steps – the basic frequency analysis, the cross tabulation analysis, and the association rules mining.

Basic frequency analysis

Nineteen specific crises features were specified under the study (see C1 to C19, sorted in descending order of frequency of occurrence in Table 2).

The most common crisis features in the surveyed businesses were those related to: (1) employees (C13); and (2) customers/demand (C6) – this category was, based on the interviews, related mainly to the global financial crisis and subsequent demand shock. In the second distinctive group the crisis features roughly represent one quarter of cases each. These are: (1) inputs and supplies (C1) – their quality, availability and prices; (2) regulations, bureaucracy and taxes (C4); (3) collecting bills (C5); and (4) competition (C3). All four are linked to the external environment. Other crisis features are less common, i.e., their frequency was less than 20%. Nevertheless when combined with more frequent crises their impact might be significant as well.

Cross tabulation analysis

We have further analysed the data using cross tabulations (see Vojtko et al., 2015, for more detail) which has revealed some statistically significant differences as tested by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crisis feature</th>
<th>Valid percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees (C13)</td>
<td>46.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers/demand (C6)</td>
<td>42.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs and supplies (C1)</td>
<td>28.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulations, bureaucracy, taxes (C4)</td>
<td>27.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting bills (C5)</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition (C3)</td>
<td>20.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owners (C12)</td>
<td>16.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial capital (C2)</td>
<td>15.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (C10)</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural disasters (C11)</td>
<td>10.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical breakdown (C19)</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling prices (C7)</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of production (C16)</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur – personal crisis (C8)</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thefts (C18)</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement of business (C14)</td>
<td>6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes (C9)</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdated product (C15)</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal entity (C17)</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculation.
test on \( \alpha = 0.1 \) (higher \( \alpha \) has been chosen due to exploration nature of this analysis) between the following variables in the data set:

- Engagement in international business (inputs and supplies, outdated product, quality of production);
- CZ NACE and crisis features (competition, collecting bills, selling prices, owners, employees, placement of business, outdated product);
- Knowledge intensity of a business (high or low knowledge intensive industry, services or agriculture/construction) and crisis features (selling prices, capacity);
- Written strategy and crisis features (financial capital).

This shows that factors like the type of industry, the knowledge intensity, and the international scope could play a crucial role in understanding of crises in companies and it would be meaningful to respect these differences also in the modelling process accordingly, i.e., to reflect them either in the model structural properties or during the calibration.

### Association rules mining

To further examine significance of relationships between occurrences of different crises within a company, association rules mining has been used (for more detail about using association rules see, e.g., Rolínek et al., 2015). Several interesting relationships explaining the three most frequent crises were identified by this approach – inputs and supplies (C1), customers/demand (C6) and employees (C13). No other rules have been found to explain the co-occurrence among the other types of crises. The analysis has revealed the following rules explaining co-occurrence with crises C1, C6 and C13, as shown in Table 3.

The association rules mining has shown the highest lift (i.e., measure of performance of right hand side rule – rhs – in predicting left hand side – lhs) for the inputs and supplies crisis (C1) and quality of production crisis (C16). The value of 1.96 means that occurrence of both crises is approximately twice more likely than random.

### Table 3. Association rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>lhs</th>
<th>rhs</th>
<th>support</th>
<th>confidence</th>
<th>lift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>(C16 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C1 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.05464481</td>
<td>0.5555556</td>
<td>1.955128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>(C16 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C6 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.06557377</td>
<td>0.6666667</td>
<td>1.311828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C10 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C6 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.08196721</td>
<td>0.6250000</td>
<td>1.229839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C3 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C6 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.13661202</td>
<td>0.5681818</td>
<td>1.118035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>(C6 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.50819672</td>
<td>0.5081967</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C1 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C6 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.14207650</td>
<td>0.5000000</td>
<td>0.983871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>(C18 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C13 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.06010929</td>
<td>0.7333333</td>
<td>1.443011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C16 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C13 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.07103825</td>
<td>0.7222222</td>
<td>1.421147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C2 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C13 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.12021858</td>
<td>0.6285714</td>
<td>1.236866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C10 = Yes)</td>
<td>(C13 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.08196721</td>
<td>0.6250000</td>
<td>1.229839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>(C13 = Yes)</td>
<td>0.50819672</td>
<td>0.5081967</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculation.
When further tested by $\chi^2$ test, only this relationship (C1 vs C16) was statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 7.2293$, $df = 1$, $p$-value = 0.007172).

Another set of association rules has been found to explain the crisis related to customers and demand (C6). In this case, the crises with lift > 1 are again quality of production (C16), capacity (C10) and competition (C3).

The last set of association rules explains employee crisis (C13). This crisis was the most frequent one in the dataset occurring in more than 46% of interviewed companies. Other crises related to this one are thefts (C18), quality of production (C16), financial capital (C2) and capacity (C10).

**Summary findings from the data analysis**

Previous analyses show some underlying patterns in the occurrence of crises. Mainly the crises related to employees (C13), customers (C6) and inputs and supplies (C1) co-occur more probably with some others.

Even though we cannot assume directly that these associations in data describe causal relationships (due to the impact of macro factors on many companies during their existence, as example), we should try to explain the crises occurrence and develop coherent theory.

It is also obvious from the crises features designation that some of them are more related to internal processes or policies (e.g., C13, C10, C16) and others to external environment (e.g., C1, C6, C3). Thus, it is necessary to choose a methodological approach for the proper explanation of crisis occurrence and development. That way we could combine these two points of view together. It would allow us to test the different policies to deal with certain crises, and to avoid unwanted consequences as well.

**Case study**

A typical representative for the Czech manufacturing industry has been selected from the data set for the case study. The selection criteria were: (1) belonging to the most common CZ NACE category (B-E Manufacturing and Processing with 25.7% companies in the sample); and (2) co-occurrence of the most common crisis features found (C6, C13).

This company with approximately 200 employees produces automotive parts predominantly for trucks. In this company, two main crises according to the above described categorisation have occurred – customers/demand (C6) and employees (C13). The first one was, according to interviews, related to the global financial crisis and overall drop in demand in 2009–2011. The second one has started later and mainly is related to the lack of qualified employees and problems with production quality.

Both crises also showed secondary effects similar to the ones the association rules mining has revealed. Especially the crisis related to employees has increased problems with quality of production (C16) as well as with capacities (C10).
Some effects and dependencies observed in the company chosen for the case study will be used in the following chapters mainly to explain or demonstrate the below described relations.

**System dynamics model of crises development**

To show the dynamics of such a crisis development in its complexity we have developed at first a conceptual model that should reflect the most relevant relationships on a selected case study of a manufacturing company (Vojtko et al., 2015), and then a system dynamics simulation model.

Methodologically the model synthesises the knowledge from the data set and interviews and uses building blocks previously developed at MIT (Sterman, 2000). The process of such a model development and use generally follows the next steps (Forrester 1992): (1) setting the purpose and scale; (2) dynamic hypotheses definition – conceptual model; (3) simulation model definition; (4) model testing and evaluation; and (5) explanation of the model dynamic behaviour, testing of policies and finding solutions of consecutive problems. The stock-and-flow diagram of the simulation model is shown in the Figure 1.

In this diagram, the single line arrows describe proposed causal relationships between different variables (‘[]’ symbol on the arrow means delayed effect), rectangles represent stock variables (levels, reservoirs), and double line arrows represent flows that change the values of stock variables over time.

**Figure 1. System dynamics model for company crises development.**
Source: own
The diagram of the simulation model contains hard and soft variables and provides the necessary holistic view that should allow exploration of proposed main causal relationships as well as an analysis of feedback structures (in other words vicious/virtuous or balancing/goal seeking cycles – dynamic hypotheses). After mathematical definition of all relationships and model calibration we are able to calculate the logical consequences of different scenarios and management policies related to crises.

This model has been purposefully calibrated with data about the chosen company for the time horizon of 10 years to be able to see long-term consequences. The time step being used is one week, which allows modelling of processes on various relevant time scales (weeks, months, years). Its borders and structure were selected according to the factors revealed in the interviews with company managers, through the data analysis of crises and financial statements of the company, and literary review (system dynamics, management, economics).

This particular system dynamics model describes relationships among the following major factors related to the crises development:

- number of production employees and labour market
- technological production capacity (in natural as well as financial units)
- production
- outsourced production (including prices/cost)
- stock of finished products
- product quality (ranging from 0 = lowest to 1 = highest possible) and claims
- inputs and supplies (limitations in natural units, purchasing input prices)
- demand relative to offered prices, competition and previous investments in quality, delivery delays, research & development and marketing
- orders (in natural as well as financial units) and their fulfilment
- revenue, costs and profit

To be able to mirror the patterns of behaviour of this company during the crisis, the simulation model has been calibrated to be proportionally consistent with the case study data (namely with the number of employees, capacity, average sales, costs and profit). One of the main goals of the initial calibration was to put the model in a balanced state (base scenario). Then, this base scenario can be diverted by either external environment or internal management policies changes. When comparing the base scenario with the ones containing induced changes we would be able to quantify and test their effects.

To explain the model in further detail, we can show, as example, how the sub-model dealing with production employees works. Stock variable Production Employees (PE) is computed in the time step T by the following formula (1):

$$Production\ Employees_T = \int_{T_0}^{T} Production\ Employees_{t_0} + (PE\ Hiring_t - PE\ Leaving_t)dt$$
where $T_0$ is the first step of simulation. Thus, this variable contains the actual number of production employees in each time step (as system dynamics deals with continuous variables, we use integral representation in the model, i.e., it may not necessarily be a discrete number).

PE Hiring and Firing is dependent in the model on variables Needed PE, Production Employees, Standard Labour Market Supply and Labour Market Supply Curve. The formula for computation of its value in the time step $T$ is shown below as (2):

$$PE \text{ Hiring and Firing}_T = \text{MIN}(\text{Labour Market Supply Curve}_T$$

$$\times \text{Standard Labour Market Supply}_T,$$

$$\text{IF THEN ELSE}(\text{Needed PE}_T > \text{Production Employees}_T$$

$$- \text{PE Leaving}_T, 1, 0.1)$$

$$\times (\text{Needed PE}_T - \text{Production Employees}_T + \text{PE Leaving}_T))$$

(2)

where Labour Market Supply Curve$_T$ together with Standard Labour Market Supply$_T$ represent actual labour supply for offered wage and the difference between Needed PE$_T$ and Production Employees$_T$ reflects how many employees are necessary to hire. If we put the whole idea in a simple way, hired employees are limited either by how many we need or how many are available on the labour market for offered wage. When firing employees, the adjustment is slower due to the avoidance of managers to do it unless necessary, and so there is only 10% change per week.

We can proceed further in the explanation to the variable PE Leaving. We can assume that due to the aging of employees and other reasons like moving away, there is going to be a constant outflow of them (0.15% per week, i.e., 7.8% per year). And this constant rate is going to be increased or decreased based on differences between standard wages on the labour market and wages being offered by the employer. Thus, such a relationship could be defined by the following formula (3):

$$PE \text{ Leaving}_T = \text{ZIDZ}(\text{Average Wage}_T, \text{Standard Wage}_T$$

$$\times \text{Production Employees}_T \times 0.0015$$

(3)

where ZIDZ is a Vensim function that divides Standard Wage and Average Wage but when Average Wage = 0, returns 0 too, to avoid division by zero.

All the variables shown in the Figure 2 are mathematically expressed in a very similar manner to reflect the relationships between them – all stock variables can be expressed as integrals of differences between inflows and outflows.

Some of the relationships should be nonlinear. The lookup functions in Vensim have been used to easily define and change these relations in the model. One example of such a relationship is shown in Figure 3 which converts ZIDZ (Average Wage$_T$, Standard Wage$_T$) to a coefficient increasing or decreasing the value of variable Standard Labour Market Supply in Formula 2 to represent the actual labour supply for average wage offered by the examined company. When the average wage to be offered is equal to the standard market wage, output of this lookup function is 1, i.e.,
the actual labour supply equals the standard labour market supply multiplied by 1. When the average wage is higher or lower than the standard wage, lookup function output increases or decreases faster at first and slower later. The reason for this lies in our assumption that the maximum number of available employees is

Figure 2. Nonlinear relationship definition – example of labour market supply curve.
Source: own

Figure 3. Results for the base scenario simulation.
Source: own
limited and when the average wage to be offered is too small, nobody would be interested.

These lookup functions are just estimates deduced logically from the microeconomics theory of demand and supply. They could be easily changed when simulating scenarios to test their influence on the overall behaviour.

Several variables in the model represent external influences or policies to be applied by management and further tested by scenario analysis in relation to different crises that could occur. Their values can be easily changed in scenario definitions and the description is as follows:

- **PC Policy** – technological production capacity excess/deficiency with regards to demand, i.e., how much of the capacity should be kept in comparison to the long-term demand (dimensionless).
- **Limit in PC** – outer limit in technological production capacity, e.g., limited space etc.
- **Average Wage** – gross wages to be offered to production employees (CZK/month).
- **Standard Wage** – gross wages to be offered to production employees by competitors on the labour market (CZK/month).
- **Standard Labour Market Supply** – number of employees available from the labour market when Average Wage = Standard Wage (employee).
- **Personnel Intensity of Production** – how many units of production is one employee able to produce in a week with existing technology (units/employee/week).
- **Investment per Capacity Unit** – investment necessary for building new technological capacity (CZK/unit/week).
- **PCV Depreciation Rate** – weekly depreciation rate of production technology (dimensionless).
- **Quality Management Policy** – how much effort is being put into quality management quantified as a range between $0 = \text{no effort}$ and $1 = \text{maximum effort}$ (dimensionless).
- **Standard QE** – standard quality of hired employees quantified as a range between $0 = \text{very low}$ and $1 = \text{very high}$ (dimensionless).
- **Input Quality** – what is the quality of inputs and supplies quantified as a range between $0 = \text{very low}$ and $1 = \text{very high}$ (dimensionless).
- **Standard Claim Ratio** – proportion of claims from sold units when the product quality is lowest (dimensionless).
- **Input Limit** – what is the actual availability of material inputs, range between $0 = 0\%$ and $1 = 100\%$ (dimensionless).
- **Excess Orders Policy** – what proportion of excess orders in comparison to available capacity should be outsourced, range between $0 = 0\%$ and $1 = 100\%$ (dimensionless).
- **Quality of Outsourced Products** – what is the quality of outsourced products quantified as a range between $0 = \text{very low}$ and $1 = \text{very high}$ (dimensionless).
- **Outsourced Unit Cost** – cost per outsourced unit (CZK/unit).
- **Input Unit Cost** – variable cost per unit produced within the company (CZK/unit).
• **Marketing and R&D cost** – marketing and research/development costs aimed at increasing of demand (CZK/week).
• **Standard Marketing and R&D cost** – average marketing and research/development costs aimed at increasing of demand being spent by competition (CZK/week).
• **QM Cost** – costs induced by the quality management policy (CZK/week).
• **Other Cost** – all other fixed costs (CZK/week).
• **Price** – selling price per unit (CZK/unit).
• **Standard Price** – average market price per unit (CZK/unit).
• **Standard Demand** – number of units demanded when Price = Standard Price (units/week).

**Scenario analysis**

In this chapter we will describe the use of the model to create and analyse scenarios. These scenarios and their analysis could be helpful for the manager, e.g., to predict possible impacts of various possible managerial decisions when a certain type of crisis occurs. The following scenarios may be considered as examples of how to define them and interpret the results.

**Base scenario**

The base scenario is mainly for testing of the overall model behaviour and could serve as a basis for comparison, i.e., to quantify changes incurred in the following scenarios. For the simulation, this scenario should produce stable development of the main parameters over time. There are no changes within or outside the company and thus also the behaviour should be stable after getting to balance – demand should be balanced with the capacity.

There are several important assumptions in the model structure and calibration that should reflect the observed decision-making of managers or initial setup of main variables (variables values described below are set as for the case study company):

• For the simplification, we assume that one generic product is being produced by the company and all the calibration has been adjusted accordingly – we are using average values. If necessary, it is possible to add more detail in the model using arrays but according to our experience this would not change the overall patterns of behaviour significantly.
• Technological capacity is being kept on the level of 90% of trend in demand to avoid overinvestment; its initial state is 2500 units/week. When increasing technological production capacity, 1% of the difference between planned production capacity and actual production capacity is being added per week. When decreasing technological production capacity, 0.5% of the difference between planned production capacity and actual production capacity is being removed per week. This should reflect avoidance of managers to decrease the capacity too fast if there is a decline in demand. The overall limit for technological capacity is being set to 5000 units/week due to space limitations.
• Technological capacity is depreciated over time with the base rate 0.4% per week, approximately 18.5% per year. Because maintenance is considered to be part of other costs in this model, the depreciation is only in money value and does not harm the overall technological capacity.

• Personnel intensity of production is 37 units/employee/week.

• Initially there are 200 employees; their number is being managed according to shifts used in production (with maximum three), personnel intensity of production and production capacity. When hiring employees, all the necessary employees are hired straight away if available on the labour market. When firing employees, only 10% of excess employees are fired in a week – again, this should reflect avoidance of managers to fire employees unless really necessary. Some of the employees may also leave due to other reasons – i.e., low wages or retirement. We assume for that an initial value of 0.15% of employees per week.

• The product quality and similarly the perceived product quality are initially set to 0.85, the standard quality of newly hired employees to 0.5, quality management policy to 0.9, and input quality to 0.9 as well. The quality of outsourced products is set to 0.8. All the determinants of product quality are stable in the base scenario except employee fluctuation which takes some time to adjust from the start due to adjustments in the number of employees.

• The main effect of product quality expressed in the model is in claims. The standard claim ratio for the lowest quality is set to 0.1, i.e., 10% of deliveries. Its effect is delayed by two weeks. When the quality is higher, this ratio would drop significantly and in our case is thus less than 1.7%.

• The production per week is determined by new orders, previous unfulfilled orders and real production capacity and may be restricted by input limit, i.e., availability of input material. This limitation is being set to 1 which means that all necessary inputs are available in the right time. To get closer to reality, this input limit should be set lower. Also, there is no production above the orders, i.e., capacity is not being used to produce stock.

• When a gap exists between the orders and production capacity, it is possible to outsource a certain part of the production. This policy is being initially set to 0.5, which means that in such a case 10% of the excess orders would be outsourced per week. Outsourcing on one hand affects the overall perceived quality and costs (450 CZK/unit, i.e., 18 EUR/unit approximately) but on the other hand it may help in situations with insufficient capacity and may decrease necessary investments.

• A very important element in the model is demand. According to trends in the demand and internal policies, the capacity is being automatically managed. Demand is partially external, partially is influenced by internal policies – e.g., pricing, product quality, R&D, marketing and delays in order fulfilment. Price influence on demand is being structurally modelled in a similar way as the labour market supply, i.e., ratio between own price and standard market price is calculated and transformed to demand coefficient by a lookup nonlinear demand function. By this coefficient, standard demand is multiplied and other influences are added in the same way, but limited to maximum value of 1 – for example, if we deliver in-time it cannot increase demand, but if we deliver late there would be a negative impact on demand.
The last part of the model deals with orders expressed in money value, revenue, costs and resulting profit. Here, an economic situation of the company is expressed in a simplified way. Again, this simplification allows seeing the main patterns of behaviour but when, for instance, crisis with cash flow would be necessary to model, it should be extended accordingly. The costs here are either variable (input unit cost is set to 400 CZK(16 EUR)/unit; outsourced unit cost is set to 480 CZK(19.2 EUR)/unit) or fixed, like depreciation of production capacity value, marketing and R&D costs (20 000 CZK(800 EUR)/week), employee cost, quality management cost (maximum 50 000 CZK(2 000 EUR)/week) and other cost (90 000 CZK(3 600 EUR)/week).

The model is being steadily adjusted from the initial to balanced state but before the end of the second year of simulation the adjustments are very small and we can neglect them (see Figure 3). Total profit being generated in the simulation is 119 million CZK, resp. 11.9 million CZK per year (i.e., €4.76 million, resp. €0.476 million per year), and revenue 1.95 billion CZK, resp. 195 million C.Z.K. per year (i.e., €78 million, resp. €7.8 million per year).

When tested in the balanced state, the variables generated by the simulation model correspond to the firm behaviour as expected – after the initial adjustments all variables became stable.

**Case study crisis scenario**

The second scenario deals with crises that were identified in the case study. Several changes have been made compared to the base scenario. The main one lies in the standard demand, which is now growing first and then negative demand shock and recovery occurs to reflect the global financial crisis impact.

There are also some other changes in the model calibration – a steady decrease from three to 0.5 employees available per week in standard labour market supply and steady decrease in standard quality of employees from 0.7 to 0.5 over all 10 years of simulation. These changes have been introduced to make this scenario closer to external environment factors as described in the case study.

When simulating this scenario, we should expect similar model behaviour, like the development of the case company, i.e., first the customer/demand crisis and then the crisis related to employees and quality of production.

As seen in Figure 4, the crisis scenario simulation really shows the expected behaviour which is very similar to the case study in several aspects:

- Decrease in the demand leads to higher decrease in the number of employees than in decrease in the production capacity. This allows company to stay profitable and survive during this period.
- During the crisis, outsourcing drops and then during recovery it increases to deal with the increased demand and not enough capacity. This, again, reflects the case company behaviour successfully.
Perceived product quality decreases over time due to the lower quality of newly hired employees, which leads to the higher claim ratio and related problems described by managers of the case study company.

For this scenario, no changes in the management policies were considered and so a question arises – what could have been done by the managers to improve the results in such situation? Or, on the contrary, what management action can cause even more problems and deepen the existing crisis?

A conclusion can be drawn from the scenario analysis and empirical data that external demand shock may be further amplified by improper management actions, especially towards employees. Thus, it would be meaningful in such situations to compensate such external shocks with better HR management, quality control, and building reserves in advance.
Conclusions and limitations

A novel way of explaining the complex dynamics of crises in S.M.E.s was presented in this article. A conceptual model reflecting the most relevant internal and external relationships of the company was developed, and subsequently, the system dynamics simulation model of occurrence of crises in S.M.E.s was used to analyse possible scenarios of specific development of the company. This enables to predict possible impacts of various possible managerial decisions when a certain type of crisis occurs.

Generally, we see this approach to be very useful in analysing and explaining the causes of different growth crises in S.M.E.s, which supports previous findings in system dynamics literature (e.g., Sterman, 2000). Such analyses should also enrich literature related to crisis management, resilience and business continuity management in S.M.E.s, because the system dynamics simulation model would provide a laboratory for the testing of various management policies. This all opens, according to our opinion, a possible new stream of research about crises in organizations – mainly from the perspective of their dynamics and mutual relationships between occurrences of different crises. These theoretical findings would be meaningful for practice as well – e.g., identifying the likely consequences of certain management decisions in particular situations.

Several factors can be perceived as limitations to the presented work. The model is from the beginning grounded in empirical data. Nevertheless, some types of activity were represented in a relatively small number in the sample of enterprises surveyed, which could have a partial influence on the frequency of the causes of crises. Our results should therefore be validated by a larger sample size. Other limitation is the inclusion of only some selected internal and external relationships into the simulation model.

We see a wide scope for further research in using of this approach in the future. For instance, there is possible to study the impacts of including other potentially important relationships (e.g., the influence of owners). Future work should also be directed to extending the existing model, to quantifying the relationships, and to simulating different scenarios to better understand the dynamics of development of different types of growth crises in SMEs.
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